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  The goals of the Maryland Token and Medal Society are to help stimulate and maintain interest in the 

collecting of medals, tokens and other related exonumia from the State of Maryland and other areas and to produce THE 

MARYLAND TAMS JOURNAL.  It is strictly a non-profit organization.  The journal is published quarterly in   
Spring, Summer, Fall and Winter. 

 

 

 ADVERTISING INFORMATION AND RESTRICTIONS: 

 MD TAMS does not guarantee advertising, but accep  ts copy in good faith.  All advertising should  

be addressed to the Editor.  Advertising copy shall be restricted to tokens, medals and other exonumia as well as  

allied numismatic material, publications and accessories related thereto. All advertisers must supply their own cuts 

 and / or artwork.  
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

RATES: 
            SIZE              1-ISSUE  4-ISSUES  

           1 page              $ 16.00     $ 56.00 

       1/2  page              $ 12.00     $ 42.00                            

       1/4  page              $   8.00     $ 28.00 

       1/8  page               $   4.00     $ 14.00 

   Business card              $   3.00     $ 10.00 

 

 CLASSIFIED ADS:  
        Members may place a free 25 word ad.  For ads  

in excess of 25 words, a rate of 10 cents per word will     

apply.             

DEADLINES: 

    Issue                  Deadline               Issue Date 

Spring              February 15
th
               March 21

st
 

Summer            May 15
th
                       June 21

st     
 

Fall                   August 15
th
                   September 21

st
                                          

Winter              November 15
th
              December 21 

st     

                                                                                                  

         

 

Whitman Coin & Collectibles Baltimore 2019 (Winter) Expo     
 

             Nov 14 - 17, 2019 Baltimore, MD                       

                    MD TAMS MEETING –  Nov 16
t h

 Sat  

Whitman Coin & Collectibles Baltimore 2020 (Spring) Expo     
 

             March 19 - 21, 2020 Baltimore,  MD                       

                    MD TAMS MEETING –  March 21
t h

 Sat  

Whitman Coin & Collectibles Baltimore 2020 (Summer) Expo     
 

             June 18 - 20, 2020 Baltimore, MD                       

                    MD TAMS MEETING –  June 20
t h

 Sat  

Whitman Coin & Collectibles Baltimore 2020(Winter) Expo     
 

             Nov 12 - 14, 2020 Baltimore, MD                       

                    MD TAMS MEETING –  Nov 14
t h

 Sat  

I Googled the dates for Whitman –  NOTICE there is no Sunday for 2020 (this make be a 

mistake on the site).      

Next Year Swaps wil l  be announced when  the dates have been made.     
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The Pres ident’s  Message  
 

    With a club like the Maryland Token and Medal Society  

           (MD TAMS), the collectors that make up the membership of  

           the organization often get highly focused on the collecting part   

           of our mutual hobby: the searching, buying, selling, docu- 

           menting, etc.  This is natural as it is the core of our collect- 

           ing interests; however, one of the major benefits of our hobby  

           and organization is that we get to meet so many very interesting  

           people along the way. Many of  these folks become life-long  

           friends. This friendship is invaluable and in many ways is more  

           important to us than all the tokens and medals that we collect.  

           One of our deceased members, Bill Ayres, when often asked  

           what he collected,  would reply that he collected collectors. The 

           social/friendship aspect was primary to him. He wanted to meet  

           and get to know other folks with similar interests. 

    It is very easy for me to think about all the knowledgeable,  

           interesting, and helpful individuals whom I have met as a  

           member of the Maryland Token and Medal Society. Some have  

           passed and others are still with us and I count it as a privilege   

           to have been able to share my life and my interests with them.  

           I certainly feel that I have come out on the very positive side  

           of the equation as I believe that I have received way more than  

           I have given. I hope you have had a similar experience. If not  

           you would be well served to seek out some of these folks and  

           share with them and most importantly learn from them. It is  

           very likely that these folks will indeed become your friends for  

           life. 

    All the above said, we always need to bring more  

           people into our collecting universe. If you have a friend or some- 

           one you run across in the hobby, suggest that they may want to be- 

           come a member of the Maryland Token and Medal Society. Tell  

           them about our organization and all the           things we 

           do and what we have to offer. Normally,  

           everyone benefits in the long run. Each        

           MD TAMS Journal contains a membership                 

           application. You may want to print a     

           copy  and keep it with your want list,  

           etc. so you  can have it at a show when you  

           run across a potential new collector and yes, maybe a potential 

           new life-long friend.  Give it a try.    

        

       Ed Craig, president
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    FROM YOUR EDITOR  

        Hello Fellow Members 

    I hope you are staying comforable in this hot          

    summer weather. Some of our members have taken 

this opportunity to write an article or two in the comfort of their air 

conditioning .  

 Welcome to our new member Tracy Ibberson who I met at the May 

25 coin show. I over heard him talking about AAFES Pogs and found it 

interesting. Gave him a MD TAMS membership application and he 

signed up. (See you can do it too). He gave me information about the 

Pogs and I said I would publish it in our journal. 

 I have put in two Token-Trivia questions and answers in this 

issue. A crossword puzzle with the answer in the next issue.  

               Jane    

 

 

CONDOLENCES:  
To Ed Craig and his family on the lost of his mother  

Eleanor E. Craig on Saturday August 17, 2019. We all  

wish you comfort in remembering the wonderful things  

that a mother did for us. Please accept our deepest  

condolences for your family’s loss. 

WELCOME NEW MEMBER 
Tracy Ibberson   
(INTERESTS:  Coins, MPC, AAFES Pogs and tokens)



 
IF YOU HAVE ANY NEWS FOR THE CLUB PLEASE  

SEND IT TO JANE - EDITOR  

(ADDRESS & EMAIL ON FRONT COVER)           2Token Trivia      

                          answer on page 17 
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AAFES Pogs 

Those coins from deployment, may be worth more than you think. 

by Tracy Ibberson 

 When deployed troops buy whatever they need, if they pay in cash, they won't be given pennies, 

nickels, dimes, or quarters as change. Instead, they'll be given cardboard coins (colloquially called 

"pogs," like the 90s toys). The Aafes Pogs are actually polystyrene discs, 23 mm (1.58 inches) in 

diameter. They have a medal turn. There are multiple printings of POGs. Once a printing is completed, 

it will never be reissued. And, now, coin collectors are going crazy for them.  

 Depending on where in Iraq, Afghanistan, Jordan, Djibouti troops are stationed, they may 

have easy access to an AAFES (Army & Air Force Exchange Service) store. Bigger airfields have 

larger stores that sell all an airman could want — meanwhile, outlying FOBs are just happy that their 

AAFES truck didn't blow up this month.  

 Giving cardboard in return for cash isn't some complex scheme to screw troops out of their 85 

cents. Logistically speaking, transporting a bunch of quarters to and from a deployed area is, to put it 

bluntly, a heavy waste of time. While a pocket full of quarters may not seem like much, having to stock 

every single cash register would be a headache. So AAFES, the only commercial service available to 

troops, decided in November 2001 to forgo actual coins in favor of cardboard credit.  

 The AAFES coins aren't legal tender. They are, essentially, gift certificates valid only at AAFES 

establishments. If troops can manage to hold on to their cardboard coin collection throughout a 

deployment, they can exchange the coins for actual money at any non-deployed AAFES customer 

service desk. At this point, the Pog is destroyed and not reissued. Occasionally, AAFES runs 

promotions that gave double-value to troops returning their pogs — but troops who decline to cash in 

might be getting the best value in the end.  

 The weirdest thing about the AAFES pogs is the collectors' community that has grown from it. 

Coin collectors everywhere have been going crazy for the AAFES pogs. On eBay, you can typically 

find a set of mint-condition paper coins going for ridiculous prices. Of course, like every collector's 

item, complete sets and the older coins go for much more. 

 Pogs have been around since 2001. With the introduction of the Eagle Cash Card, the last series 

was made in 2011.Due to the increase of civilian involvement in both Iraq and Afghanistan, in Nov 

2017 The 16
th

 printing was released due to the increased activity over in the contingency areas. The 

current count for different Aafes pogs is 533. Face value for the entire set would be $75.15.  

 

Good Luck Collecting. Questions?? Contact your local POG Guru, Tracy Ibberson at 

Armysgti@yahoo.com  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

          front             back 

http://www.af.mil/News/Article-Display/Article/137121/aafes-necessity-becomes-collectible-craze/
https://www.stripes.com/news/aafes-cardboard-coins-not-winning-many-fans-1.12242
http://numispedia.org/AAFES/
http://www.ebay.com/bhp/aafes-pogs
mailto:Armysgti@yahoo.com
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                 There will be no more free giveaways at the   

      meetings from Jane Sears.  The meetings have   

              been attended by the same 9 or 10 members.   

             Thats it! This project was to get other members  

      to attend. So no more freebees.     Jane 
                                         


ATTENTION CLUB MEMBERS =        CALL TO ALL MEMBERS   

 

 Does anyone out there have a copy of MD TAMS by-laws?  I would like to publish it in our Winter 

edition.  I personally have never seen it and thought our new members might like to have copy of it. So could 

you make me a copy and sent to Jane address on front. (or scan it and email to me) 
        THANK YOU  
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Notes from the Eastern Shore 
Bill Miller R-109 

An Interesting denomination 

 As we know, tokens come in all different shapes, sizes, & denominations.  Here on the Eastern Shore, 

some common tomato cannery token denominations from years’ past are, “3”, “4”, and “1 Bkt”, while the most 

common oyster shucking token denomination appears to be, “20”.  

 In the early 20
th

 century the price paid to a person peeling tomatoes or shucking oysters usually varied 

from season to season, around 3 or 4 cents for each bucket of tomatoes peeled, and 20 cents for each gallon of 

oysters shucked. Sometimes factory owners put the monetary value on their tokens while others just put a more 

generic, “1”, “1 Bucket”, “1 Gallon”, etc. Competition for workers could be tough, so most owners paid the 

“going rate” that everyone else paid.  But not everyone. 

 A good example of this comes to us through the tokens of Noah Webster, a canner & packer at 

Thompson’s Station, near Cambridge, in Dorchester County. Noah Webster was one of four sons of Samuel L. 

Webster of East New Market, MD that went into the canning & packing businesses. Along with Noah were 

brothers Roland (Hurlock), Charles (East New Market & Secretary), and Winfield (Vienna). It should also be 

mentioned that Winfield’s son Guy later went into the canning business in Cheriton, on Virginia’s Eastern 

Shore. All four brothers and Guy issued tokens. 

 Noah Webster’s tokens are not listed in David Schenkman’s Maryland Merchant Tokens or R. Lee 

Burton’s Canneries of the Eastern Shore, both published in the mid-1980s. However, with the “token fever” 

that these two books helped create, many new unlisted tokens were soon uncovered (both literally and 

figuratively). In the case of the Noah Webster tokens, one of his descendants dug up some tokens in the yard of 

the family home sometime around 1990. Several of these soon found their way into the hands of collectors via 

Mr. Burton, who had connections with the family.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 The first token is a tomato cannery token, good for peeling a bucket of tomatoes. It has the initials, 

“N.W.” and the denomination, “1 Bucket” on the obverse. The reverse is blank. It is brass, octagonal, and 

18mm. The reverse is. The second token is an oyster packing token, and has the number, “16 2/3” on the 

reverse, with the initials, “N.W.” on the obverse. It is brass, round, and 21mm. 

 The first token was obviously a tomato cannery token, but what about the second? 16 2/3 is a pretty 

obscure denomination for a token, but Mr. Burton had the answer. He said that Noah Webster was trying to 

economize by giving shuckers 2 and 1/3
rd

 fewer cents per gallon. This way for every 3 gallons shucked, the 

worker only received 50 cents instead of the usual 60 cents, and Mr. Webster pocketed the extra 10 cents. We as 

collectors liked this, but I’m sure the oyster shuckers at the time, not so much! 
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            Editor Note: I whiten out the letters to  

           make it visible 

                   . 

 So, the 16 2/3 denomination didn’t last long. By the 1920s most factory owners had given up putting 

denominations on their tokens anyway, because of inflation & seasonal fluctuations and constantly changing 

wages. 

 As far as the tokens, I don’t know how many were uncovered, or how many are in collector’s hands. By 

no means are they part of a “hoard” and while not rare, are certainly scarce. They’re the kind of token that only 

seem turn up when an old collection hits the market. They are nice, old tokens that help us to understand a little 

more about our token heritage history. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

https://archive.org/stream/PesonalTokensandMedals/PesonalTokensandMedals_djvu.txt 

https://archive.org/stream/PesonalTokensandMedals/PesonalTokensandMedals_djvu.txt
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     Maryland TAMS Meeting – May 25, 2019 

 The May 25, 2019 meeting of the Maryland Token & Medal Society was called to order at 11:03AM by 

president Ed Craig with 9 members and one quest in attendance.  Secretary Doxzon read the minutes of the 

March 2, 2019 meeting.  Ed Craig made a special note about Jane Sears bringing door prizes to drum up 

meeting attendance. Treasurer Bill Stratemeyer read the MD TAMS account balances. 

 

COMMITTEES: For elections, the vice president and second director positions are open as the previous 

incumbents can no longer attend meetings.  Jane Sears volunteered for the second director position.  The next 

journal has one article but needs more, or it will be quite slim. All journal issues have been submitted to the 

Newman Numismatic Portal. To mark the 40
th

 anniversary of MD TAMS, a gold-colored poker chip was given 

out to members and quests. 

 

OLD BUSINESS:  Ed Craig praised the most most recent swap meet for its activity but said attendance was 

low.  He also remarked on the “go-withs” – ancillary display items brought by attendees.  The election was 

held; with the office of vice president being open, the other incumbents were returned to office, with the 

addition of Jane Sears as second director. 

 

NEW BUSINESS:  For the annual meeting literary awards were given out (see attached list) and a membership 

recruiting award was given to Jane Sears. All journal contributors got literary bucks; Ed Craig, Carl Neeley and 

Lenny Cicero received theirs at the meeting.  Ed apologized for not having the meeting giveaway with him at 

the moment; he will give them out to current attendees at a future meeting. 

 Jane Sears gave each attendee two Baltimore & Ohio Railroad stock certificates.  For having a blue 

certificate with a particular serial number, Bryce Doxzon won a program book on the B & O Railroad centenary 

fair.  For having a brown certificate with a particular serial number, Carl Neeley won a small cast metal 

locomotive.  Ed Craig displayed full sets of MD TAMS poker chips. 

 The membership voted on candidates for the ANA board of governors. 

 

ANNOUNCEMENTS: A mass card for the ailing Bob Ruby was set out for signatures.  Issues of the Civil War 

Token Society Journal were displayed.  Bill Stratemeyer announced a new Oak Crest Coin Huskers coin club.  

Jane Sears says she is at work on a catalog of MD TAMS giveaways. 

 

SHOW-N-TELLS:  Bill Stratemeyer showed a token, good for use only during 1937, of the Rainbow Room of 

the Hamilton Hotel. Jane Sears displayed a Baltimore Female College silver medal (in slab) and three 

denominations of “pogs” used in Afghanistan.  Carl Neeley displayed two news paper articles about the penny 

press at the St. Clement’s Island Museum at Colton’s Point, MD.  Bryce Doxzon showed his second place 

exhibiting award (Class 2- History & Politics) from the ANA National Money Show in Pittsburgh, PA. 

 

 The meeting broke at 12:10 PM for the auction.  Patti Finner made donation lots of 2x2 coin holders and 

a elongated set. 

        Respectfully submitted 

         Bryce Doxzon, Secretary 
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MAIL TO:     Jane Sears    9323 Waltham Woods Rd., Baltimore, MD 21234-1550 
       Email:      marysears@comcast.net 

*WHEN SENDING IN AN AD – PLEASE INFORM EDITOR HOW MANY ISSUES IN WHICH YOU WANT IT TO APPEAR. 
   

SALE: Set of 6 tokens from NATIONAL JUNIOR REPUBLIC in ANNAPOLIS JUNCTION, MD dated  1899. Listed as ZARA as NJR-1- 6.  

 $30.00 postpaid.     STEVEN KAWALEC Box 4281 Clifton, NJ 07012   owlprowler@aol.com                            9/18                                          
                                                                                                  

SALE:  A. Phillips & Co. G/F 20c I/T Cambridge, MD.  Brass token.  Schenkman 175-P5-20.  $ 3.00 + SASE.   

          STEVEN KAWALEC  Box 4281  Clifton, NJ 07012  owlprowler@aol.com                    9/18                                                                                                          

 

FOR SALE:  Phillips Packing Co. Cambridge, MD Factory B.  Picker Token. Schenkman 175-P15 $ 1.00 +     

          SASE.  Multiples OK.  STEVEN KAWALEC Box 4281  Clifton, NJ 07012  owlprowler@aol.com               9/18                        

 

FOR SALE - Books are available from me (Free Shipping)  

  “Baltimore’s Packing and Canning Industry”    $25.00  

   “Lucky Bucks”    $40.00 

   “Pre-Civil War Maryland Lotteries” $25.00

 JANE SEARS     9323 Waltham Woods Rd.,  

             Baltimore, MD 21234-1550        410-668-8538                3/19                                               
 

WANTED:  RED GOOSE MONEY / RELATED ITEMS. HOWDY DOODY PLAY MONEY. OTHER SIMILAR 

 ITEMS.  SCOTT MCCLUNG, 8381-H MONTGOMERY RUN ROAD 

 ELLICOTT CITY, MD 21043     410-868-3318                                                                                                                    3/19 



FOR SALE:   Seven Court Liquors poker chips (set of 8) $10.00  plus $3.50 s&h
                JANE SEARS 9323 WALTHAM WOODS RD, BALTIMORE, MD 21234               3/19     


29
th

 DIVISION NATIONAL GUARD COLLECTION MD, DC AND VA. 50 YEARS OF COLLECTING FOR 

 INFO. PLEASE CALL JIM SHIPLEY 703-321-7454 EVENINGS. 8110 HATERAS LANE,  

 SPRINGFIELD, VA 22151 – JIM SHIPLEY C40           3/19    


WANTED: SOMERSET COUNTY MARYLAND TOKENS AND OYSTER AND CRAB  HOUSE TOKENS 

 FROM   ANYWHERE IN THE UNITED STATES.    JAMES HAYMAN 6865 OLD WESTOVER 

 MARION ROAD, WESTOVER, MD 21871  /   410-251-8082       8/18                                                                    



                                         






















      

  Token Trivia  

          answer on page 17

mailto:marysears@comcast.net
mailto:owlprowler@aol.com
mailto:owlprowler@aol.com
mailto:owlprowler@aol.com
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DO YOU KNOW YOUR 
MARYLAND TAMS 

MEMBERS? 

40TH ANNIVERSARY 
Questions 

by Jane Sears LM12 

 
Across 
  1) Our officers are elected for ____years 

  3) Maryland charged coins (Dot ______) 

  8) Book reviews (Curtis ______) 

  9) How many entries was entered for our logo contest 

10)  MD Amusement Token Collectors Assoc 

 (Bob_______) 

11) We were incorporated when in 1981 

13) Anne Arundel Co. Farmers Pickers Checks  

 (Will _____) 

15)  MD ________ tokens - Jane & Russ Sears 

18)  Mill Hajek was our first ___________ 

21) “New Issues” series (Carl ________) 

22)  Series was about Maryland Woods (Stan ____) 

23)  Who wrote a civil war book (George _____) 

 

 

 Down 
 2) Our 1st give away at the 1980 meeting was  

 _______ nickel 

  4) Who collected magician tokens (Wm _______) 

  5) MD _________ tokens - Karl W & Karl E Gabsch 

  6) Our first live auction auctioneer was Dave_________ 

  7) Eastern Shore Exonumia (George________) 

12) Series “Carroll Co. Exonumia” Greg _____)  

14) Series “Harford Corn Huskers” (Bill _____) 

16) Our award was named after A Vernon Taylor 

17) Baltimore City Mint (Bob ________) 

19) Joan Marie Taylor series was MD _________coins 

20) Our first meeting was at _______State Univ.  

 Union Bldg 

 

                      ANSWER IN NEXT ISSUE
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JULIEN P. FRIEZ & SONS 
by Jane Sears LM12 

 

                   Obverse         Obverse (for more details)  Reverse 

   OBV: JULIEN P. FRIEZ & SONS / 208 / TOOL / CHECK 
   REV: BLANK 

   ALUMINUM, HOLED AT TOP, ROUND, 28MM 

 Pierre Julien Friez was born 1851 in Grandvillars, France. He migrated to the United States in 1866. When he entered our 

country the person taking his information changed his name to Julien P. Friez which he decided to keep.  In his early years in 

America, he worked for Samuel Morse and learned the working of the telegraph. The J. P. Freiz & Company was founded in 1876 in 

Philadelphia. Later in 1876 Friez set up shop in Baltimore at the corner of German and Grant Street St. In 1883 he also joined Ottman 

Mergenthaler (Linotype printing) and 1890 he founded Julien P. Friez (manufacturer of mechanical, electrical and meteorological 

instruments located at 107 East German St).  Focusing on just meteorological instrument in 1896.  The Friez Co. was completely 

destroyed in the Baltimore fire in 1904.  He brought the Old McKim Place on the northwest corner of Central Avenue and Baltimore 

Street. Between the years 1899 to 1904 he registered several patents. The company began as the Julien P. Friez & Son in 1913, when 

Julien M. Friez came of age. Then Julien P. Friez & Sons when Lucien L. Friez came of age in 1914. Julien M became director of the 

company when his father passed away in 1916.  The Consolidated Instrument Company of American acquired the Friez Company in 

1929.  A year after that Bendix Aviation Corporation purchased it. The manufacture of Meteorological instruments continued as the 

Friez Instrument Division of Bendix Company. Today it is known as the Belfort Instrument Company. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THE BELFORT METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATORY OF JULIEN P. FRIEZ AND SONS 
Northwest Corner Baltimore Street & Central Avenue, Baltimore, Maryland 

The Belfort Observatory became the first meteorological Observatory and Instrument Laboratory in the United States by 1896. 
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              1892 Baltimore City Directory 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                          1920 Baltimore City Directory                                                           Juilen P. Friez 1851-1916 
 

 

Julien P. Friez & Sons (SMITHSONIAN LIBRARIES) publications 
Instructions for the Installation, care and Management of Friez's Standard Pattern Rain and Show, and Tipping-Bucket Rain-

 Recording Gages (1910) 

Anemometer / (For Wind Velocity) (1908) 

Illustrated Catalogue of Meteorological Instruments and Apparatus / with Special Instructions on the equipment of meteorological 

 stations; the installation and care of instruments; and the compilation of records. (1893) 

Standard Rain and Snow Gage (1908) 

Rain and Snow Gage (191-) 

Hygrograph / or Self-Registering Hygrometer (1908) 

Hygro-Thermograph / or Combined Hygrograph and Thermograph (1908) 

Improved Sling Psychrometer (190-) 

Electrical Sunshine Recorder(1908) 

Rainfall Register (1908) 

Quadruple Register (1908) 

Single Register (1908) 

Soil (or Water) Thermograph (1908) 

Two-Magnet Register (1908) 

Whirling Apparatus / or Stationary Psychrometer (1908) 

Wind Vanes and Supports for Wind Instruments (1908) 

Tipping-Bucket Raingage (1908) 

Thermograph (1908) 

Supports for Wind Instruments, Wind Vanes / Electrically Recording. Roller-Bearing: Pattern 1907 (1909) 

Barograph / Or Self-Registering Barometer (1908) 

Air and Soil (or Water) Thermograph (Combined) 1908) 

Extras: Register Pens (1908) 

Belfort Observatory (1908)  
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                    Anemometers                                                    polymeters                                        Rainfall Register 

 

 

 

                                  
   Standard Rain & Snow Gage  Photographic Sunshine Recorder                                          Barographs 
 

Some of the items that Julien P. Friez & Sons made before WWII 

 

                                      
                                               Aneroid Barometers                                                    1937 ad for Friez Humidestat                          
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 Julien and his family visited his home town Grandvillars in 1911. The town there presented Julien with a bronze replica 

statue of the famous Lion of Belford (16 inches long and about 45lbs). He was so impressed with this action that he told the mayor and 

citizens that he was going to use the Belfort lion as his company’s symbol.  Thus naming his manufacturing plant as Belfort 

Meteorological Observatory located on Central Avenue.  

 As time when on his company produced sophisticated equipment for federal weather stations and also reaching the general 

public.  Different barometers, wind gauges, vanes, altimeters, rain gauges, hygrometers, pyschometeros, barographs, thermographs or 

heliographs were produced. His most remarkable invention was a portable heliograph which the US Army used extensively.  

 The company was a division of the Bendix Aviation Corporation manufacturing precision instruments for planes, naval 

vessels and items the army signal corps. 

 During WWII the company advertised that they needed from the public Blond hair that was 14 inches or longer. 

It must not be subject to dyes, curling irons, permanent wave, no gray and must be straight. The person was paid $2.50 per oz. They 

were paid in cash or the money would be donated to the Red Cross or USO. Also the donor received a certificate stating the receipt of  

strategic material for the war production. (I would love to get my hands on one of those certificates) 

 

                        
                                             Logo for the company                                                      The main doorway of the production building of the 

                                                                                                     Julien P. Friez & Sons showing the Belfort Lion. 

                                                              The old factory bldg houses the Rescue Mission offices. 

. 
From their website 

The Standard in Measurement since 1876 

 Over the years, our products have been deployed in mission critical applications, in virtually all corners of the globe and 

beyond.  From providing wind sensors for the Wright Brothers at Kitty Hawk, to the development of mapping instruments which 

helped support early efforts to map the surface of the moon.  We have been at the forefront of environmental measurement and are 

leaders in the design, manufacturing and maintenance of advanced environmental measurement systems.  

Belford Instrument Company   6615 Tributary Street, Suite E, Baltimore, MD 21224     410-342-2626  www.belfortinstrument.com 

 

It is a privately held company employing 11 to 50 employees. 

 
For more information on this company their website is:  

file:///C:/Users/Owner/Desktop/JULIEN%20P%20FRIEZ%20&%20SONS/friez.html  

 

 

Token-Trivia Answers 
 

             

 

 

http://www.belfortinstrument.com/
file:///C:/Users/Owner/Desktop/JULIEN%20P%20FRIEZ%20&%20SONS/friez.html
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MARYLAND TOKEN AND MEDAL SOCIETY, INC.

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 
Name (Print)______________________________________________________________Membership number: ______________ 

Address: _________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

City: _____________________________________________________State: _____________________ Zip: _________________ 

Telephone: ____________________________ Birth Date: ___________________________ Occupation: ___________________ 

E mail address:   _________________________________________________________________________________________ 

My collecting interests are:___________________________________________________________________________________ 

Other Numismatic Affiliations:  _______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
I hereby apply for membership in the MARYLAND TOKEN AND MEDAL SOCIETY, INC.  subject to it Constitution and Bylaws.  

Applicants under 16 years of age must have Parent/Guardian signature 

Signature: _______________________________________________________________ Date: ____________________________ 

Parent/Guardian Signature: _________________________________________________ Date: ____________________________ 

(   ) Yes, you may publish my name, address and e-mail address in the MD TAMS JOURNAL Membership Roster. 

(   ) No, publish my name only in the MD TAMS JOURNAL Membership Roster. 

Recommended by: _______________________________________________________MD TAMS # _______________________ 

    A $15.00 fee must accompany this application for full current year dues. Members who join after Oct. 1
st
 should enclose 

$7.50 for membership through MARCH 31
st
.  APRIL begins a NEW dues year. (LIFE MEMBERSHIP $300.00) 

Mail to:  MD TAMS   (JANE SEARS) 9323 WALTHAM WOODS RD, BALTIMORE, MD 21234-1550

 
Moving?       NEW ADDRESS   Effective Date: _____________ 

Mail to:      I 

 MD TAMS MEMBERSHIP  I NAME _____________________________MD TAMS #________ 

      I 

      I ADDRESS _____________________________________________ 

      I         
     I I             CITY _________________________________STATE _________ 

      I ZIP __________________________________  

 
MARYLAND TOKEN AND MEDAL SOCIETY, INC. – CLASSIFIED AD FORM 

Mail to:      Jane Sears    9323 Waltham Woods Rd., Baltimore, MD 21234-1550 

Email  to:   marysears@comcast.net 

Please accept the following classified ad of 25 words or less for publication in the next issue of the Journal.   

I understand that the deadlines are:   Feb. 15; May 15; Aug. 15 and Nov. 15 

 
         1                         2                        3                          4                       5 

 
        6                         7                        8                          9                     10 

 
                     11                                         12                                     13           14       15 

 
       16                                          17        18          19       20 

 
                                  21                        22                      23                        24                                  25 

 
 

 
 (Address) 

(List-Counts) __________________________________________________________________________________________ 

(as 5 Words)    (Address line must include members name and zip) 

Submitted by ______________________________________________________        ___________________________________ 

    (Member’s Name)      MD Tams # 

Note to Editor: I have exceeded my 25 word free limit.  I understand I am charged at a rate of 10 cents per word over the 25 word 

limit.   Enclosed is $ _________________ for _____________________________ additional word 

mailto:marysears@comcast.net
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JANE SEARS 
9323 WALTHAM WOODS RD 

BALTIMORE, MD 21234-1550   

 

 

 

 

 

 

        
   
 

 

           

     
       

                     14  SEPTEMBER 2019 SWAP MEET CANCELLED 

     Due to a very large funeral/memorial for one of their parishoners,   
    Grace United Methodist Church (our host), asked that we not have our swap  
    meet on Saturday as planned. Changing to much later in the day or to an- 
    other day would have caused problems for us as we have trouble getting  
    folks to attend even with several months notice and we have our regular  
    meeting in November. I decided to cancel and we will have two Swap Meets  
    there in 2020. Sorry for the change but we had little choice. Please help get  
    the word out to our members. See you in November at the Convention  
   Center. Bring some "show and tell" and auction items !!!  Bring a friend too. 
 
  --  Ed Craig 
        
 

 


